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About This Game

Switchcars is a vehicular roguelike arcade set in a broken spacetime. Escape alien beasts through procedural environments,
using more than 1,000 vehicles. All you need to do is reach the year 2055. In theory.

You are probably not going to make it. Not the first time, not the second, but perhaps the 100th? Every round is different, and
you'll get better over time, so crack your knuckles and show those alien beasts who's the master of vehicular arts, the ultimate

escaper of Earth, the unintended interdimensional time traveler scientist-man of pure vehiculative efficiency! Or, get struck by
a bus and try again.

Features:

New kind of gameplay
Switch instantly between vehicles in your inventory to move as fast as possible.

1,000 vehicles
Nearly all kinds you can imagine, all driveable, with different behaviors. There's a bit more than a thousand actually, and
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more is yet to come.

Procedural environments
Forests, streets, ice plains, outer space, train yards, minefields - Around 100 unlockable types of terrain, diverse traffic
to dodge, as well as more than 150 static scenery objects.

Time travel
The playable years are 1950 to 2055. The point in time dictates available vehicles and environments, but also difficulty.
Can you make it to the end and get an interstellar spaceship, the ultimate vehicle?

Vehicle upgrades
Rocket-propelled motorcycle with caterpillar tracks and machine guns? Yes! There are 40 powerups that can be used on
any vehicle, altering their performance and appearance.

Content browser
Browse vehicles, lanes or powerups you've unlocked. See how many you haven't seen yet.

Immensely replayable
Due to agile gameplay and procedural nature of the game, the rounds are always different, relatively short and
unpredictable - in classic action roguelike manner.

High fidelity
Crunchy crashes, distinctive and colorful pixel art, highly detailed sound and original adaptive music.
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You can have all the "generic shmup", "pretty visuals, shallow gameplay", "imprecise controls" that you want, for my money
(and I DID pay full price, gladly) this is a great little game...there may not be a whole lot of depth in the story but I couldn't care
less about that, at least there IS a bit of story in it, rather than just shooting up some sh!t.

I love the visuals, because I love the fact that you can SEE the time and effort, and care, that went into making everything. The
audio is great as it doesn't distract from the game itself, the music doesn't drown out the sound effects, nor does the reverse
happen, it's a great balance.

As for the controls being imprecise, grab a deck of cards guys, deal. Play it enough and you'll learn to cope, I have and I've only
played maybe 45 minutes at this point. That's not to say I'm very good at it, I've never been particularly good at shmups but I
like them well enough I guess, and this one I particularly enjoy.

Give it a decent chance and you'll most likely enjoy it as well!. You herb about this game, it is absolute quali~tea! The difficulty
is steep, the bosses are boiling mad, and the victories are sweet as honey. These enemies will milk your sanity, but decant stop
you. Cuphead is a brew-tea-ful game.. TL;DR Buy the season pass.

The Scholar: Good diverse character. Feels like he does a little bit of everything. Her has some good combo with ongoing cards
that need cards to fuel them and cards that give extra cards. He also has cards that heal and damage when he is healed.

Miss Information:Feels pretty unique. She start off not being able to be damaged while she chips away at your health and gets
rid of your ongoing cards.Eventually she flips and stops taking away your ongoing cards and she has little health making her
easy to take down if you've survived to this point.

The Final Wasteland: Kind of boring, A lot of targets that do some damage.

. The game is alright, and i do recommend, But THOUSANDS OF FLAWS Are included.
-There needs to be multiple ways to go just like binding of isaac. This is inspired by binding of isaac, right?
-There has to be more levels.
-More Powerups must be there
-more characters
-and make updates.. Even though it's a short one, I liked this game.
The story is not very deep, but going through it very often (which you can do in a very short amount of time) allows you to
appreciate it.
The soundtrack is good.

PROS:
- Music
- Fast game (the kind that you'd play on a winter night when you have some spare time) [1 hour gameplay]
- the full story is simple but nice

CONS:
- some localization mistakes
- saves are not really helpful (nor the advice about them at he start of the game)

. Great, legendary game, but unplayable version. You will have to read a lot of forums, make a lot of tuning, install fixes, etc.
And it's still will barely work.
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hello dear seside dgigial arts, I played this game but it was no fun :(. you mustave constantly have to collect octogonal petronoids
in a fashion that is alongside anoying..... I must have to say, mario kart was my fav game on xbox x. but this does not even start
to compart with that masterpercing into my hearteries. I canniot reccomend this game to anybody it it horrible. pokimane has a
thiccer\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665than that stupid arcondogon anyway, tahst is the fox name FWI.... Murder ducks,
make stuff explode, get points. What's more to love?. I LOVED this game in early access; I've been extremely intersted in what
it has to say, & the unique style. That being said since I've bought this game I CANNOT GET IT TO WORK. I can't select
anything so I can't start or even exit without puling up tast manager. I'm extremely frustrated. I would really appreciate some
help as it's slightly likely this is purely my own ignorance.. this game dont let me to play. its a 50-50 game you either like it or
not
. Hacker Evolution is a fun game. I't shows somewhat believable "movie" style hacking in a nice game package. Awesome idea,
and clever execution. Much better than the game "Uplink" as in the typing aspect really gives you a sense of "I'm a hacker". Just
don't play this on a laptop in D.C. on a tour of the White House.
. I've been closing following basketball (NBA, College and Olympics) since 1990. I have about 120 games on steam and about
100 of them are sim\/mgmnt games. This game should be a perfect fit right??? My favorite sport and gaming genre!!! Sadly I
think game is so boring, no other way to say it. Its just not fun to me. I couldn't get immersed.

I think this game could have been made in 1985. Its probably one of the better bball games on steam but thats because there are
like 4.... If you love staring at boring numbers that don't really mean much, if you don't mind very limited sound and no graphics
and DOS like text you may enjoy it.

. This game will bend your brain.

Each puzzle involves 2 maps (differentiated by their use of white & black). You move between these 2 maps with
portals, with the objective of reaching the "goal" (exit) point. Not only do you have 2 map layouts for each puzzle to
work with, but, well, the portals and some of the platforms rotate on their x-axis or y-axis at the push of a button...
Yeah.

The aforementioned mechanics result in having to move between 2 maps for each puzzle, while rotating various portals
and platforms, in order to orient yourself towards the exit point.

-Graphics sometimes seem more "bare" than "minimalist"
-Somtimes you have to spend the first 5 minutes wandering around to learn which switches rotate which
portals\/platforms
+Bends the brain (forces the player to imagine the 2 maps twisted into different states)

Recommended if on sale for those who enjoy first-person puzzle games.
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